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Abstract: Fossil fuels are the most widely used resource for energy production. Carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions are correlated with climate change, and therefore these emissions must be reduced in the
future. It is possible by means of many different technologies, and one of the most promising seems
to be oxyfuel combustion. This process, with oxygen and recirculating gas, produces a concentrated
stream of CO2 and water. In recent years, many scientists carried out research and studies on the
oxyfuel process, but a sufficient level of knowledge was not yet reached to exploit the great potential
of this new technology. Although such areas of research are still highly active, this work provides an
overview and summary of the research undertaken, the state of development of the technology, and
a comparison of different plants so far.

Keywords: oxy-combustion; carbon capture cequestration; mathematical models; heat transfer;
ignition; flame propagation; emissions; pilot project

1. Introduction

From the industrial revolution to the first half of the 20th century, fossil fuels accounted
for a significant fraction of global energy. Coal is regarded as the cheapest and most
abundant resource, compared to all other fossil fuels, such as oil and natural gas [1,2].
During its fossilization process, it includes concentrations of hydrogen, oxygen, and other
minerals, and its calorific value depends on their degree of concentration.

Coal is one of the main resources for the energy industry, and its increasing use
worldwide led to problems of emissions of a significant amount of CO2 into the atmosphere,
according to the general reaction:

CnHm + (n + m4 )O2 → nCO2 + m/2 H2 (1)

CO2 is then released into the environment in a volume equal to the amount of carbon
involved in the reaction. For energy-related CO2 emissions in 2021, 0.6 Gt of CO2 emissions
from fuel combustion were produced from coal, 0.7 Gt of CO2 from oil, and 0.2 Gt of CO2
from gas [3].

Coal, as the most abundant, available, and affordable fuel, is the most reliable and
easily accessible energy source, making a crucial contribution to world energy security [4,5]
and constituting one of the fundamental pillars for the technological and social devel-
opment of populous nations, such as China and India. Renewable energies are being
developed, but to date, fossil fuels alone account for about 81% of energy consumption.
However, this is not in line with the European Union’s 2030 target of reducing emissions by
55% compared to 1990 and the 2050 target of becoming the first climate-neutral continent.
For these reasons, there must be a leap toward near-zero emission technologies.

There are different strategies for reducing CO2 emissions, such as the use of renewable
energies with solar or wind energies that directly produce the electricity that can be used,
geothermic energies capable of storing hot water under the earth’s surface into ducts to
be reused for heating homes or reusing it in generators for the production of electricity
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or with the process of energy enhancement of solid urban waste and the production
of biogas or with hydrogen that can be used to power vehicles or produce the high-
temperature heat needed for industrial production processes. Other strategies can be the
regulations on CO2 emissions [6], or utilizing CO2 as a raw material [7], but the growing
focus on global warming stimulated the entire scientific community to work on reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, particularly CO2 through carbon capture sequestration (CCS) [8].
These decarbonization processes do not decrease the CO2 formation of traditional systems,
but rather capture carbon dioxide from atmospheric emissions of traditional combustion
systems and transport it for permanent storage under the earth’s surface [9,10].

Many decarbonization systems are being studied and the most efficient and common
ones are:

• Post-combustion systems, which involve the separation of carbon dioxide by physical or
chemical processes (for example adsorption in organic compounds or solid matrices
with a 7–10% efficiency [11]). This process has the advantage of producing a carbon-
free H2-based fuel, but it requires additional cost for syngas generation, and it is more
expensive compared to other methods [12–14].

• Pre-combustion processes, which provide the separation of CO2 from process gases
before the combustion. At the end of the process, rich gases in carbon dioxide and
water vapor are obtained. The vapor is removed from the recirculating gases and
only CO2 is obtained, which is then compressed with an 8–12% efficiency [15]. This
process generates minimum changes in the original configuration, but has a high NOx
production and low CO2 purity in the flue gas [16,17].

• Oxy-combustion is a technique of burning fuel using pure oxygen, resulting in higher
temperatures, lower fuel use, and higher CO2 concentration. It is particularly promis-
ing, given the possibility of integrating this technology with other systems mentioned
above. In fact, it increases the convective and radiative heat transfer, produces a highly
concentrated CO2 stream, and a low NOx production [18] with a 7–11% of efficiency
penalty [19].

• Emerging technologies, such as membrane separation, chemical looping combustion,
carbonation–calcination cycles, mineralization, etc. The use of these methods re-
duces energy consumption and consequently the energy penalty of carbon capture
from power plants [20,21], but the emerging technologies were not demonstrated at
sufficient scales for industrialization.

There are many differences between post- and oxy-combustion; one of the most sig-
nificant differences is the higher cost of oxygen production, which usually is provided
by cryogenic ASU, and there is an expected 3–4% energy penalty for this [22]. Another
difference is that post-combustion produces high NOx and low CO2 purity in the fuel
gas, while the second process produces low NOx and a highly concentrated CO2 stream.
However, oxyfuel is considered an excellent technology that aims to improve the perfor-
mance of combustion reactions while simultaneously reducing emissions of environmental
pollutants [8]. Exhaust gas recirculation is a technique that is used for the benefit of certain
characteristics of the oxyfuel process, such as temperature, burner aerodynamics, and
residence times. At the end of the process, the exhaust gases are separated and compressed
in such a way that only CO2 is ready to be stored.

It is estimated that the improvement of the efficiency of oxidation processes and the
devolatilization of coal, through the achievement of the efficiency of coal-fired power plants
of 40%, would lead to a saving of 2000 billion tons of CO2 per year [23].

There are not many pilot plants that use oxyfuel technology, but there are many studies
carried out on the process, including experiments that provided insight into the design
parameters and operational issues.

This review is focused on the science of oxyfuel combustion technology. It will discuss
the fundamental study and the technological innovation of oxy-combustion by analyzing
multiple aspects of the process, such as ignition, combustion characteristics, emissions,
heat transfer, and oxygen separation methods.
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The present paper is one of the few more comprehensive reviews now to be found in the
literature because it analyzes the entire oxyfuel process, from the starting mathematical model
to the pilot plants with a critical analysis of the reaction performance. It includes the historical
development of oxyfuel combustion, shows the benefits of oxyfuel on pollutant emissions,
and reports the opportunities, challenges, and future research recommendations about the
oxy-combustion process. This review will be of great help to the entire scientific world in its
comprehensive nature and detailed analysis of every aspect of the oxyfuel reaction.

2. Status of Oxy-Combustion

Oxyfuel technology was proposed for the first time in 1982 for producing a high
pure CO2 stream for use in enhanced oil recovery [24]. In the 1990s, the topic of global
warming and interest in implementing strategies to reduce CO2 levels resurfaced, and hence,
technologies such as oxyfuel. Combustion in pure oxygen results in a high concentration
of CO2 in the exhaust gases [25] that are composed of 80–85% of CO2 and water. Part of
the gases will be recirculated into the reactor [5]; the presence of water allows combustion
temperature to be lowered.

Studies show that oxy-combustion is the cheapest of the three CCS capture options. It
is an environmentally friendly process that can still pollute due to other polluting emissions
that the process may have. Simmonds et al. [26] examined the oxyfuel technologies and
found that the use of oxyfuel resulted in 30% cost savings compared to other processes,
such as post-combustion.

Oxy-combustion reaction is more efficient than the traditional combustion reaction. It
allows for the obtaining of higher temperatures, a higher CO2 concentration downstream
of the process, and lower fuel use; and in the case of using exhaust gas recirculation, it also
offers more flexibility in design than traditional air-based systems.

The oxyfuel process has special characteristics that have beneficial effects on the
efficiency of the reaction [27]:

• the high-pressure operation causes the temperature condensation of water steam in
the exhaust gas to be higher, resulting in more efficient latent heat recovery [28];

• the energy required for CCS is reduced because CO2 is delivered at high pressure [29];
• it is possible to decrease the size of the heat exchanger because the exhaust gases have

a higher convective heat transfer coefficient [5].

In addition, oxy-combustion is preferable because, being controlled combustion that
takes place between fuel and pure oxygen, it has fewer pollutants. In particular, at the
end of the process, there will be a significant decrease in NOx and SOx, because the
presence of nitrogen and sulfur, which are mostly in the air, decreases significantly with the
participation of only oxygen in the reaction.

Many studies found NOx emission benefits in oxyfuel combustion, even at different
CO2/H2O recirculation gas concentrations [4]. Many studies carried out on the oxyfuel
process and its many applications. Normann et al. [30] investigated the synergy effects of
an oxyfuel fired with carbon capture and co-firing of biomass. Their studies showed that
with the oxyfuel process, it is possible to burn about 20% biomass and gain advantages for
the synthesis of fuel for the transport sector.

CANMET organization worked on modeling the oxyfuel technology for a long time.
The organization studied the effects of several factors on combustion performance [31,32]:

• The concentration of oxygen increases in the process products, while the CO emission
decreases. This phenomenon slows down the propagation of the flame in oxyfuel
compared to air combustion;

• the O2 purity has no significant effects on the flame temperature;
• wet/dry recirculation;
• burner performance.
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Studies on the oxyfuel process show that combustion in oxygen is one of the main
processes of producing CO2 that can be stored, with lower NOx emissions and higher
thermal efficiency due to lower sensible heat losses from exhaust gases.

3. Mathematical Models

Several mathematical models try to reproduce the combustion process and theoreti-
cally estimate some quantities, such as the amount of CO2 and produced emissions, fuel
used, or combustion temperatures.

In particular, kinetic mechanisms include:

• A single-step scheme that used a single reaction to describe the oxidation of the fuel
by the oxidant:

CnHm +
(

n +
m
4

)
O2 → nCO2 +

m
2

H2 (2)

An example of a 1-step scheme for the combustion of methane with air is represented
by the model formulated by Westbrook and Dryer (1981) [33], in which the reaction rate
takes the form:

r = 2.12 ∗ 1011 exp
(
−24358

T

)
[CH4]

0.2[O2]
1.3 (3)

• A two-phase system using carbon dioxide as the medium reaction product. This
mechanism is governed by the following two reactions:

CnHm +
(n

2
+

m
4

)
O2 → nCO +

m
2

H2O (4)

CO +
1
2

O2 → CO2 (5)

Dryer and Glassman (1973) and Westbrook and Dryer (WD) (1984) [34] proposed the
two most common mechanisms of this type. According to Westbrook and Dryer method,
the kinetic equations of the reaction are, respectively:

r1 = 109.45 exp
(
−24358

T

)
[CH4]

−0.3[O2]
1.3 (6)

r2 = 1012.35 exp
(
−20132

T

)
[CO]1.0[O2]

0.25[H2O]0.5 (7)

r3 = 108.70 exp
(
−20132

T

)
[CO2]

1.0 (8)

This is a four-step method that accurately describes the different types of behavior
involved in the combustion reaction. In 1988 Jones and Lindstedt (JL) [35] analyzed this
type of mechanism. Their simplified scheme consists of the following molecular reactions:

CnH2n+2 +
n
2

O2 → nCO + (n + 1)H2 (9)

CnH2n+2 + nH2O→ nCO + (2n + 1)H2 (10)

CO + H2O→ CO2 + H2 (11)

H2 +
1
2

O2 → H2O (12)

The kinetics expressions for calculating reaction rates given by Jones and Lindstedt
are useful for methane–air systems. These are:

r1 = 4.4 ∗ 1011 exp
(
−15105

T

)
[CH4]

0.5[O2]
1.25 (13)
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r2 = 3.02 ∗ 108 exp
(
−15105

T

)
[CH4]

1.0[H2O]1.0 (14)

r3 = 2.75 ∗ 109 exp
(
−10070

T

)
[CO]1.0[H2O]1.0 (15)

r4 = 6.8 ∗ 1015 T−1 exp
(
−20141

T

)
[H2]

0.25 [O2]
1.50 (16)

When working under oxyfuel conditions, Andersen et al. [33,36] make modifications
to the last two mechanisms mentioned above in order to improve the concentration profiles
of the main species by modifying the reactions involving H2, CO, and CO2 [31,32]. Limiting
the production of OH radicals results in lower water production and consequently decreases
the amount of H2 in the oxy-combustion reaction.

The WD mechanism predicts the temperature profile, emission, CO levels in the combus-
tor away from the flame, and post-combustion conditions compared to all other models.

In contrast, the JL method provides a lower amount of CO in the area in the center of
the flame, in perfect agreement with what happens in the experiments.

When working under oxy-combustion conditions, it is possible to develop reduced
kinetics capable of predicting the temperature profile and concentration, but with significant
errors in estimating the flame speed.

However, the WD scheme provided a better prediction of peak CO concentrations
and also a better temperature trend, which is also in agreement with experimental data.
In general, a turbulence model of the eddy dissipation concept (EDC) should be preferred
for modeling the oxyfuel process. Andersen et al. [36], however, said that the EDC model
is not a model applicable to the combustion process in which the dissociation of the CO2
product can have such a significant and important effect.

Várhegyi et al. [37,38] studied the kinetics of the charcoal and observed that the
amount of CO2 and temperature do not influence the kinetics of the reaction, probably
because, at a lower temperature of about 400–900 ◦C, the reaction rate of the char-CO2
reaction is much lower than that of char-O2.

4. Recycles Ratio and Analysis of Flues Gas Recycled (FGR)

The FGR rate is the amount of recycled flue gas per mole of fuel, according to Equation (17):

FGR =
Mole of recycled flue gas stream

total mole of flues gas stream of boiler outlet
× 100 (17)

The most important parameter in the oxyfuel process is the percentage of recirculation
gas. It is considered a fundamental tool for regulating combustion because it is used
to dilute the combustion agent, varying the heat transfer properties, the reaction time,
and influencing combustion efficiency. Lower recirculation ratios result in lower oxygen
dilution and lower gas concentration inside the furnace. This leads to the possibility of
using a smaller boiler and a more cost-effective process.

In general, the low recycled ratio permits raising the oxyfuel flame. This phenomenon
allows for the use of a greater concentration of oxygen than the amount of air, in fact, about
35% of dry recycled exhaust gas is needed to match the flame temperature of air [25].

In 2010, Smart et al. [39] studied the effects of the recycled ratio on various parameters,
such as adiabatic flame temperature, radiative heat flux, and the convective heat transfer
coefficient. Their work showed the normalized calculated flame temperature and the peak
normalized radiative heat flux, measured during an oxyfuel process as a function of the
effective recycled ratio. In particular, convective heat flux increased with the increasing
recycled ratio, and the peaks of radiative heat flux were inversely related to the recycled ratio.

Figure 1 shows a plot of the measured peak radiative heat flux and convective heat
flux against a recycled ratio for the coal and normalized adiabatic flame temperature. It
can be seen that there is no optimum recirculation ratio value for optimizing the radiative
and convective components of the process at the same time. On the contrary, it can be seen
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that the radiative heat flux trend is inversely proportional to the FGR, while the convective
heat flux has the same trend. The adiabatic flame temperature, which is very important,
represented in the graph in red, has its optimum point with the convective heat flux at an
effective recycle ratio of 74%.
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Gas recirculation is an advantageous technique for the combustion process, but it can
lead to corrosion phenomena at low and high temperatures, due to the presence of vapor
and SO3 in the exhaust gases. To avoid this, all recirculation ducts should be kept above
the outlet temperature.

Tan et al. [40] studied the combustion of coal in a mixture of pure O2 and recycled flue
gas in a vertical combustor research facility to investigate the combustion characteristics
of several different coals. They showed that by varying the amount of oxygen and gas
recirculated in the combustion process, the latter could achieve the same performance
as conventional combustion, but with lower emissions. They also studied the effects of
moisture and oxygen from fuel (fuel-O) on FGR. The moisture can be considered as an inert
diluting of O2.

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the FGR ratio (%) and the moisture degree
of coal. It is possible to see that with the high moisture values, less recycled flue gas is
required in the oxy-coal combustion compared to low moisture ones. In particular, coals
with high fuel-O contents require less O2.
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Toftegaard et al. [41] studied the oxyfuel combustion technology and retrofit im-
plications, and in particular examined the advantages and disadvantages related to the
concentration of oxygen and recirculated gases, in particular:

• With oxygen addition before coal mills: but only if there is sufficient space in the recir-
culation duct to ensure proper mixing, otherwise the risk of combustion or explosion
increases because primary flux may even cool down due to the low temperature of the
incoming oxygen.

• With oxygen addition after mills, but before the burners: it is possible to obtain the
same oxygen concentration in the burners, but pure oxygen is likely to come into
contact with the recirculated gases at high temperature.

• Oxygen addition directly in burners: there is not an explosion in fuel gas ducts and
the oxygen addition, and this would result in a better mixing of fuel and combustion
agent in the area close to the near-burner zone.

5. Ignition and Flame Propagation

In combustion, replacing air with pure oxygen results in different temperature distributions
and radiation fluxes within the combustion chamber, due to the different chemical properties of
N2 and CO2. The difference in the flame shapes between the air-fired and oxyfuel-fired flame is
due to the differences in the thermodynamic properties, because the triatomic molecule CO2
differs from nitrogen in several important physical and chemical properties.

Choi et al. [42,43] numerically investigated the structure of a CH4-O2 edge flame and
compared it with the CH4-air edge and noted a clear distinction from the CH4-O2 counterpart.

The heat transfer in the oxyfuel process is different from conventional combustion, due
to the different chemical composition of exhaust gases. The products of oxyfuel combustion
are triatomic gases (CO2 and H2O), which are not as transparent to radiation as diatomic
gases (N2). In addition, their partial pressure is very high, which increases the absorbance
and emissivity of the exhaust gases.

Chen et al. [44] investigated the laminar flame and noted that in an O2/CO2 atmosphere,
the adiabatic flame temperature and flame propagation speed are lower than values obtained
in an air atmosphere. Furthermore, they noted that these values increase with increasing CO2;
in particular, the temperature peak of the latter decreases by about 200 K [45].

Becher et al. [46] analyzed the emission spectra of substances produced by the dry
and wet oxyfuel regimes. They concluded that the presence of water affects combustion
temperature and flame stability. In fact, wet oxyfuel needs more oxygen, which in turn lowers
the maximum flame temperature, but the measured radiation in the flue gases showed no
large difference between both oxyfuels as, for example, the temperatures were similar.
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CFD simulations of the oxy-combustion process showed that the flame was concen-
trated in the central region of the furnace and that under the same operating conditions
oxy-combustion had a combustion delay due to the incomplete consumption of oxygen, as
reported in the CFD simulation of a 100 kW unit firing propane [45,47]. As a consequence
of this delay, there was a decrease in the peak flame temperature from 1518 K to 1853 K for
the air-fired case.

Andersson et al. [48,49] studied and compared the intensity of the total radiation from
oxyfuel flames by propane and lignite in Chalmers’ 100 kW test facility with air combustion.
The experiment with 27% O2 produced a higher radiative heat transfer than air combustion,
while the experiment with 21% O2/CO2 produced a lower flame temperature than the
reference conditions for gas recirculation.

Riaza et al. [50] studied the ignition temperatures of high-volatile bituminous coal (BA)
and semi anthracite coal (HVN), under different atmospheres. BA is a type of bituminous
coal with 69% fixed carbon, 31% volatile matter, and 32.6 MJ/kg of heating value. HVN,
instead, is a coal from the Hullera Vasco Leonesa in Leon, and it is composed of 90%
anthracitic and 10% low volatile bituminous coal. They concluded that when the oxygen
concentration increased (from 30% to 35%), the ignition temperature decreased to below that
of the air conditions and the rates of devolatilization and oxidation of volatiles increased.
On the other hand, a reduction in O2 retards the ignition of volatile chemical compounds
and char [51].

Wall et al. [25,52,53] studied the formation of the flame in the furnace by a Fluent CFD
model, including parameters such as oxygen distribution, temperature, velocity gas, and
particle residence times. From the analysis of the results, they noted that the flame of the
oxyfuel process was more elongated than the conventional air process and this caused a
greater heat transfer to the back wall than air combustion.

Several factors depend on the flame conditions, including the reduction of NOx
produced by the reaction. These depend on the recirculation of the gas, which is burnt
again in contact with the hydrocarbons in the flame and the reducing atmosphere.

Bejarano and Levendis [54,55] studied the effects of oxygen concentration on burnout
times. In general, for concentrations above 21%, the flame temperature influences the
combustion time. In fact, if the oxygen concentration and combustion temperature increase
at the same time, burnout times reduce. At 2100–2300 K with 50% of O2, the combustion
duration decreases to 8–17 ms, and at 2300–2400 K with 100% of O2, the duration further
decreases to 6–13 ms.

In 2005, Molina and Shaddix [56], with their experiments in a combustion reactor,
suggested that the presence of CO2 retards coal and char ignition and influences the
duration of devolatilization. This effect is caused by the increase in oxygen concentration
because it accelerates particle ignition for both the N2 and CO2 atmosphere. They studied,
also, the consequence of a higher oxygen concentration at different temperatures and
observed that, in general, the 1650 K process has the same trend as the 1200 K process, but
with a flame ignition delay and slight flame instability.

The effect of CO2 on flame propagation velocity was studied in 2007 by Suda et al. [57].
They noted that, since CO2 has a greater heat capacity (ρcp) than air, the reaction temper-
ature tends to decrease and so does, consequently, the reaction speed, according to the
Arrhenius law.

Figure 3 shows a ten times higher flame speed in the air than in CO2 with 21% oxygen.
This is caused by physical effects and the interaction of the reactants in the reaction, which
are O, H, and CH radicals with CO2.
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Tahir et al. [58] carried out a numerical study to analyze the characteristics of oxyfuel
combustion inside a porous plate reactor by using commercial CFD software. In order
to avoid hot spots in the reactor, it was decided to incorporate porous plates inside. Sub-
sequently, the process was studied with different oxidant ratios and the adiabatic flame
temperature was evaluated with the energy balance by the engineering equation solver
(EES). The balance showed that the outlet temperature depended on the velocity field and
the radiative effects occurring within the reactor, all of which depend on the concentration
of the oxidant. In addition, it was found that for high oxidant flow rates and small reactors,
the outlet temperature increases further.

It was concluded that to achieve similar combustion characteristics as that of air
combustion, the oxidizer ratio of oxy-combustion needs to be changed, but so does the
velocity field and the reactor dimensions.

6. Heat Transfer

Coal in contact with recycled exhaust reacts differently in terms of radiative and
convective heat transfer than in interaction with N2.

In oxyfuel combustion with RFG, the concentration of CO2 and water in the combus-
tion reaction is higher than under standard conditions, resulting in increased heat transfer
in the convective section of the boiler.

During the combustion reaction, heat is released by radiation, conduction, and con-
vection. In particular, particle radiation accounts for about 60–70% of the total energy, so
radiative heat exchange is the fundamental heat transfer to be addressed when studying
the development of the oxyfuel process [44].

Heat transfer varies with the concentration of H2O and CO2 because they are also
good emitters and absorbers of thermal radiation [25,41,59].

O2, CO2, H2O, and CH4 participate in the oxy-combustion process, therefore, the
emission of radiative heat transfer is necessarily different from air combustion.

Some studies show that the phenomenon of radiation intensifies as the flame tem-
perature rises and the recirculation ratio of the combustion gases decreases. In 2009,
Schiemann et al. [60] measured the coal particles’ temperature at three different residence
times. They found the differences in heat capacity and heat conduction between the process
that used carbon dioxide and the process that used nitrogen. Additionally, they found
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that the reaction speed increases with increasing oxygen concentration. In particular, the
oxy-combustion with a 9% O2 concentration has a particle mean temperature that is higher
than with a 3% O2 concentration, but both temperatures are smaller than air combustion,
which is about 2000 K.

Andersson et al. [61] investigated thermal radiation in oxyfuel flames based on ex-
periments, modeling, and using two different types of fuels: lignite and propane. In the
simulations, propane flames were characterized as non-diffusing soot, while lignite flames
were characterized as diffusing. Previous studies [62] show that the temperatures were
slightly lower in the OF27 case compared to the air-fired case. Andersson explained that
there was a significant increase in the radiation emitted by the oxyfuel flame, and this was
due to the increase in CO2 concentration (around 90 vol % in oxyfuel compared to 15 vol %
in air-firing).

The convection heat transfer coefficient is affected by flow velocity and gas character-
istics. The convective heat transfer with combustible air is less than the oxygen fuel flow at
the same rate as the value of the combustion air. This phenomenon is caused by the kinetic
viscosity and the Reynolds number, and as a result, the convective heat transfer coefficient
is higher. Carbon dioxide and steam have a higher thermal output compared to nitrogen,
which leads to an increase in temperature through convection.

There are different opinions on heat transfer data, with many arguing that, in order
to achieve an efficient result, the process should be optimized. Wall et al. [25] studied
and tested three Australian pulverized coals, under oxy-dry fuel, oxy-wet fuel, and air
combustion conditions. They calculated the mole fraction of oxygen required to maintain
the same adiabatic flame temperature. Table 1 shows the thermal inputs used in their study.

Table 1. Thermal inputs used in the study of Wall et al. Adapted with permission from Ref. [25]
Copyright © 2009 The Institution of Chemical Engineers.

Coal A Coal B Coal C

Air Oxy Air Oxy Air Oxy

Estimated furnace heat transfer (kW) 348 354 368 373 342 347

Estimated heat flux (kW/m2) 12.6 12.8 13.3 13.5 12.3 12.5

% Difference, change from air to oxy +1.6% +1.5% +1.6% / / /

Water inlet temperature [◦C] 37.8 38.1 32.8 34.2 -NA -NA

Water exit temperature [◦C] 47.5 49.1 40.9 44.0 -NA -NA

Estimated furnace heat absorption [kW] 354 392 336 356 -NA -NA

In particular, the study showed that oxyfuel required more oxygen than air to maintain
the theoretical AFT:

• air combustion: 20% oxygen;
• oxyfuel with wet recycle: 23.5–27% oxygen;
• oxyfuel with dry recycle: 25–35%.

They also noted that, for all tests, oxyfuel exhaust had higher CO2 and H2O levels than
air combustion, due to lower gas volumes and higher particulate concentrations. Thanks to
their analysis it is understood that the heat transfer derives from the combustion products
and the size of the particulate.

Smart et al. [39] studied the phenomena of heat transfer as well. In general, all
phenomena depend on oxygen concentration, as confirmed by the studies of Black et al. [63].
There is no optimal amount of oxidant because heat transfer depends on many other factors,
such as combustion properties.

In oxyfuel combustion, the emissivity can be significantly different within the boiler
because the emissivity of the gases increases as the wavelength of the radiation increases.
So, in oxy-combustion conditions, the adiabatic flame temperature decreases to maintain
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the same radiative and convective heat transfer flux, obtained with a higher recycle ratio,
as shown by recent experimental studies conducted by Smart et al. [39,64].

Toporov et al. [65] studied the oxy-combustion heat transfer and noted that replacing
N2 with CO2 increases the heat exchange as well as the density of the reaction mixture, but
decreases its thermal diffusivity.

7. Oxygen Separation Methods

The efficiency of oxyfuel plants is affected by the consumption required for oxygen
production and CO2 purification, so a key point for future development is to optimize
these processes in order to decrease the consumption and increase process efficiency. The
fundamental discriminator between traditional and oxyfuel combustion is the cost of
oxygen. There are multiple methods to be used to have pure oxygen separation from the
air stream. A summary of air separation technologies is given in Table 2 [66–68].

Table 2. Separation technologies of O2.

Technology O2 Purity % Capacity
(Tons Per Day) Quality Driving Force Start-Up Time

Cryogenic
Matured 99+ Up to 4000 N, Ar, Kr, Xe;

Very good Electricity Hours/days

Adsorption 95+ Up to 300 N, Bad, ca.11% Electricity
(70–90 ◦C) Minutes/hours

Membrane
(Polymer) 50 up to 20 N Electricity Minutes

Membrane
(ITM) 99+ Laboratory

scale N Electricity
(800 ◦C) Hours

O2 is generally obtained from the cryogenic air separation unit, but this process
requires compression of the air and then cooling to −183 ◦C in order to transform the
oxygen into liquid and facilitate separation from nitrogen [69,70].

Trainer et al. [71] claim that cryogenics is currently the most cost-effective technique
for producing large quantities of O2. However, there are other air separation techniques,
such as pressure swing adsorption (PSA), vacuum swing adsorption (VSA), or polymeric
membranes, which cannot compete economically for such quantities.

The membrane process exploits the difference in solubility and diffusivity of oxygen
and nitrogen to separate the two components. It offers the best choice at a small scale, but
oxygen obtained by polymer membranes has no sufficient purity (about 50 mol%). This
process is limited to a single-stage process for economic considerations because the energy
consumption of oxygen separation increases as a function of oxygen purity.

However, it is possible to use the waste heat in oxygen generation. In fact, power
plants could be combined with adsorption-type oxygen separation processes (PTSA).

This type of process is preferred to produce large quantities of oxygen, around 300 tons
per day. The PSA technology is widely used today, does not have high consumption, and
allows 95% pure oxygen suitable for processes such as oxyfuel [67].

The power plant with the separation unit can be combined in three different ways:

• the first method consists in using the energy produced by the power plant as input for
the PSA system;

• the second method is to use both electricity and waste heat from the power plants at a
high temperature (about 90 ◦C) for the separation unit;

• the third method involves using electricity and waste heat from the power plant at
low temperatures (around 40 ◦C).

PTSA systems allow the utilization of waste heat and reduce the energy cost for oxygen
production. Alternatively, membranes at high or medium temperatures can be used. The
latter are polymeric membranes but have little stability and also produce small amounts
of oxygen. For high temperatures, the use of ceramic membranes is the most common
technique, because of their high thermochemical stability under harsh conditions [72].
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For example, there are also ceramic-type membranes that have a higher separation efficiency
than other technologies and are also able to recover compressed air after extracting oxygen.

The purity of the oxygen for combustion is one of the most important parameters to
determine the air separation energy consumption because one of the most significant costs in
any oxyfuel combustion scheme is the production of high-purity oxygen. Nakayama et al. [73]
investigated the energy consumption of a large plant (1000 MWe) as a function of the purity of
the input oxygen. Their studies confirmed that the optimum is obtained with 97% O2 because
higher purities lead to high consumption for the oxygen separation process.

Although the combustion equipment is so tight against the entry of air, there is some
ingress of inert in the burners and at the end of the process, so there will be a need to be
a removal of all impurities from the final products. For this reason, Simmonds et al. [26]
studied the optimum oxygen purity value, considering also the effect of the air inlet, which
corresponds to 95%. This percentage corresponds to a good compromise between the costs
of ASU to generate lower purity oxygen and the requirement to provide equipment to
separate the inert from the CO2 stream.

To reduce the oxygen production cost in oxyfuel combustion, most scientists proposed
a new technique based on chemical looping with oxygen uncoupling (CLOU). This method
reduces the operating costs by 40–70%, compared to conventional oxygen production tech-
nologies [74]. It allows the combustion of solid fuels with CO2 separation. CLOU relies on the
oxidation and reduction in metallic oxide as a means of separating oxygen from the air.

Cheng Zhou et al. [75] compared the oxygen produced by the cryogenic method and
by the CLOU method, and carried out a techno-economic assessment of a hypothetical
coalfired system. The results confirm that the oxidant reactor must have a higher tempera-
ture than the classic reactor and, for this reason, the CLOU method was integrated with
natural gas firing or solar heating. This, however, is not always economically viable due
to the high cost of fuel-fired power plants or solar plants. However, the results confirm
that the oxy-combustion process using CLOU methods with CH4 integration can become
economically viable.

Another oxygen production method is electrolysis, which is the most common method
for hydrogen production. This process is an electrolytic decomposition of water into hydro-
gen and oxygen that takes place in electrolytic cells simultaneously separating hydrogen
and oxygen. Although it has significant issues, due to the limited amount produced and
the high costs, it requires the use of electricity to a decreasing extent as the temperature of
the process increases. It is only cost-effective when there is a surplus of electricity.

During the electrolysis, the anodic reaction is the oxygen evolution reaction (OER),
according to Equation (18):

2H2O (l)→ O2(g) + 4H+ (aq) + 4 e− (18)

2H+ (aq) + 2 e− → H2 (g) (19)

In general, oxygen is produced at the anode under high-pressure conditions and
leaves the system at ambient pressure. The high anode pressure of the electrolysis cell is an
important disadvantage, but the energy content of the produced oxygen is higher than that
of atmospheric oxygen and, if the high-pressure level of the oxygen is utilized subsequently
in a chemical process, this disadvantage could be minimized [76].

For this reason, it is possible to suggest the use of the oxygen produced by electrolysis
and not losing it in the environment; for example, using it in oxy-combustion.

The energy demand of alkaline electrolysis depends on the characteristics of the
electrodes and operational conditions. The energy required for decomposing one mole
of water into hydrogen and oxygen corresponds to the enthalpy of the formation of one
mole of water. Smolinka et al. [77,78] studied atmospheric electrolysis and found that this
process needs about 4.5 kWh/Nm3 H2 with 80% efficiency.
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8. Emissions

Associated with oxyfuel, there are issues related to the mechanical and thermal resis-
tance of the materials used. The difficulties that can be encountered could be the thermal
resistance of the materials used in the construction of burners and furnaces; the difficulties
in terms of safety, due to the use of pure oxygen, and the possible emission of pollutant
species, mainly nitrogen oxides. The presence of nitrogen inside the chamber can be
attributed almost entirely to outside air [72].

During the combustion process, the recirculation of exhaust gas takes place to control
the flame temperature, to guarantee the minimum quantity of gas for heat transfer, and to
compensate for the lack of nitrogen. Due to this recirculation, if not properly treated, corro-
sive and polluting species in the furnace in higher concentrations than in air combustion
are generated [79]. Hou et al. [80] investigated the oxyfuel combustion characteristics of
Australian coal in a 0.3 MWth system, and in particular, the influence of various oxygen
flow rates and recirculated flue gas. They noted that the more the oxidant increases in the
input, the more O2 is unreacted in the reaction, and in the output there is less CO2 as a flue
gas [81].

Kumar et al. [82] compared the coal reactivity of four pulverized Australian coals in air
and oxyfuel conditions and analyzed the reaction speed of the oxyfuel in the atmosphere.
They noted that the speed decreases as the ash content increases at 1400 ◦C, but the ash
increases as the concentration of oxygen in the reaction increases. Most of their studies
confirmed a lower reactivity of the oxyfuel regime than air, because the difference in the
reactivity between fuel and oxidizer depends on the properties of the reactants, their types,
and the amount of O2 in the reaction.

The reactivity of coal increases with increasing oxygen in both combustions. Oxygen
oxidation starts at 673 K and increases rapidly with increasing temperature until a maxi-
mum peak and then decreases due to the decreasing reactivity of coal, which is generally
lower in oxyfuel combustion than in air combustion.

Vàrheyi et al. [37] studied the influence of carbon dioxide on reactivity. However, their
studies did not lead to exact results, because experiments were concluded at 1073 K, i.e.,
before the start of gasification. At this temperature, the CO2 did not influence the reactivity
of the coal in the process.

Pollutants such as NOx, SOx, and mercury have a different contribution under oxyfuel
combustion because they are not released into the atmosphere, but are removed down-
stream by the combustion process with exhaust gas purification.

8.1. CO2, NOx and SOx Emissions

Tan et al. [40] conducted oxyfuel combustion research in a vertical combustor. This
experiment was conceived specifically for combustion research in O2-enriched environ-
ments and mixtures of O2 and recycled flue gas, as well as to continuously monitor the flue
gas compositions (O2, CO2, CO, NO, and NO2) and gas species concentrations. In order
to do this study, they used a standard IFRF-type probe. The experiments were conducted
with three different coals: eastern bituminous (EB), sub-bituminous (SB), and lignite (LN).
Table 3 shows the measured flue gas composition (dry basis) for selected tests in both
combustion processes: in air and in oxygen atmosphere.

Table 3. Exhaust gas compositions used for testing.

Test ID O2 (%) CO2 (%) CO (ppm) SO2 (ppm) NO (ppm) NO (ng/J)

EB-air 2.0 17 51 615 583 211
EB-O2/RFG 2.1 97 85 1431 1332 233

SB-air 2.0 17 9 175 707 236
SB-O2/RFG 2.2 98 75 372 1183 148

LN-air 3.3 17 1 277 771 269
LN-O2/RFG 2.7 92 14 785 555 68
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Tan et al. [40] reported that for the LN-O2/RFG test, the values are not reliable,
probably due to a non-tight boiler closure. From Table 3 it is possible to notice that, under
O2/RFG conditions, the CO concentration in the flue gas was higher than in the air case,
probably because of the slower diffusion rate of volatiles under high CO2 conditions.

Several researchers showed a reduction in NOx emission. Okazaki and Ando [83]
studied the oxyfuel process with 21% O2 at 1450 K, analyzing the amount of NOx produced,
the concentration of CO2 in the output, and the interaction between N2 and fuel, and they
noted that the latter resulted in lower pollutants in the flame exit zone [84,85].

Hussein-Al Abbas et al. [86] studied three oxyfuel-fired conditions, namely OF25,
OF27, and OF29 (respectively, 25 vol.%, 27 vol.%, and 29 vol.% O2 concentration). They
observed a reduction in NOx in oxyfuel processes due to the lower temperature of combus-
tion gases and the lack of the NO thermal mechanism. They also noticed an increase in the
conversion rates of coal-N to NOx with a large amount of O2 in the input gas.

Hu et al. [87] studied the reduction in recycled NOx during oxyfuel combustion
and noted that the reduction efficiency of recycled NO increased with an increasing fuel
equivalent ratio and it varied from 10% to 80% with a fuel equivalence ratio from 0.5 to 1.4.

The oxy-combustion is a process with an excess of oxygen, and in their studies, Cza-
kiert et al. [88,89] analyzed the effect of oxygen concentration, temperature, and pressure
on carbon conversion and NOx, and SOx emissions. They reported that when the oxygen
concentration was increased from 21% to 28%, NOx and SOx emissions were reduced.

In power plants, pollutants are removed downstream of the process by desulphuriza-
tion units (FGD), but Beigzadeh et al. [90] explored how to do this between the compression
and cooling phases of a CO2 capture unit and eliminated the need for FGD. They focused
their attention on analyzing the front-end compression and cooling up to the dryer and
continuously monitored emissions of O2, CO2, SO2, SO, NO, and NO2. The results indicate
high removal efficiencies of SOx, over 90%, and of NOx, about 50%, using recirculated
condensate or water in the inter-stage separators.

Andersson et al. [62] found that the oxyfuel combustion process, at high temperatures,
produces less NO due to the absence of free N2 in oxyfuel combustion. It is an important
factor in the overall reduction in NO and it enables the reverse of the Zeldovich mechanism.
This thermal method consists of the production of NOx from N2 to O2:

N2 + O → NO + N (20)

N + O2 → NO + ON (21)

N + OH → NO + HN (22)

In 2008, Normann et al. [91] examined the sensitivity of high-temperature NOx reduc-
tion to critical parameters and indicated that, at 1400 ◦C, the Zeldovich mechanism was not
active and NOx reduction is related to the oxyfuel mechanism, while at low temperatures
there is an increase in nitrogen concentration and produced thermal NOx.

Many researchers found that oxyfuel combustion can decrease SO2 emissions when
compared to air combustion, because the high SO3 concentrations in the flue gas result in
sulfur retention by ash or deposits in the furnace [80,85].

Under oxyfuel conditions with gas recirculation, high SO2 and SO3 concentrations
could occur, which could cause serious problems for the CO2 capture and sequestration
system (CCS) [85,92].

The presence of SOx depends on the amount of sulfur in the fuel. A high amount of SO3
is detrimental to oxyfuel because it corrodes the combustion chamber. In fact, its presence
increases the acid dew point of the exhaust gases from 400 K to 430 K. Generally, during
the combustion process, 1–5% of SO2 is converted to SO3, with a high CO2 concentration.

In 2009, a study by Santos [93] found that at 700–800 ◦C there is the maximum
conversion of SO2 to SO3. Fleig et al. [94] suggested that the increase in SO3 is caused by
three properties:
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• the oxidant has SO2 and increases during combustion;
• the oxidant has oxygen, which decreases the flow in the chamber and increases SO3;
• the replacement of N2 with CO2 increases the SO2/SO3.

During the oxy-combustion of Chinese Xuzhou bituminous coal, when replacing
N2 with CO2, at 1000 K, sulfate in the CO2 atmosphere begins to decompose and forms
carbonyl sulfide (COS) during the coal pyrolysis process. COS formation occurs according
to the following equations:

H2S + CO→ COS + H2 (23)

H2S + CO2 → COS + H2O (24)

Gu et al. [95] studied the gas concentration distribution and the effects of oxygen con-
centration on emissions. Table 4 reports the emissions of CO and the mole of a fraction of
CO2 and O2 for different inlet O2 concentrations. In general, the CO2 is lower than standard
combustion, while O2 in the exhaust gas increases with the amount of oxidant input.

Table 4. Emissions of CO and mole fraction of CO2 and O2 for different inlet O2 concentrations.

O2 in Inlet (%) Emission of CO
(mg/MJ)

Mole Fraction of
CO2 (%)

Mole Fraction of O2
(%)

21 475 95.8 3.9
25 250 95.1 4.6
30 110 94.5 5.25
35 75 93.3 6.25

From data obtained by Gu’s studies [95], it can be seen that as the oxygen input
concentration increases, CO emission decreases, probably because of the high rate of
oxygen in the input that favored the production of CO from the char gasification and the
oxidation of CO. However, this trend decreases in intensity as oxygen concentration rates
above 30% are reached. This is due to the high temperature of the furnace. At low oxygen
concentrations, the gasification rate was lower than the CO oxidation rate, which favored
the formation of CO2. This theory is confirmed by the trend in the percentage of the mole
fraction CO2 in the Table 4.

8.2. Ash

During the oxyfuel process, having a volume concentration of 30% oxygen in the
gas causes the combustion temperature of the particles to increase. This phenomenon
affects the vaporization of elements that serve as a bonding agent for ash deposits in the
furnace [1]. However, ash deposition in the process depends on many factors, such as the
aerodynamics of the particles in the boiler and their size, but also on the composition and
partial pressure of CO2, SO2, and O2. To decrease particle deposition, the flame temperature
and particle velocity could be reduced [96].

In 2006, Suriyawong et al. [97] studied the fly ash particle sizes and submicron particle
formation under the oxyfuel combustion of sub-bituminous Powder River Basin coals.
Their studies show that the substitution of N2 in the combustion process results in a
decrease in the concentration of the particles. In particular, increasing the O2/CO2 ratio
yields an increase in the particle size from 29 to 54 nm, an increase in volume fraction from
20% to 50%, and an increase in particle surface temperature from 1772 K to 2679 K.

Liu and Okazaki [98] and Kull et al. [99] studied the composition of the fly ash and
found the sulfur enrichment of particles with a factor of 1.5–3, in comparison with the
conventional air case for the higher SO2 partial pressure in the oxy case.

8.3. Corrosion

In oxy-combustion conditions, there are higher concentrations of corrosive gases, such
as SO2, H2S, and HCl, and a significant partial pressure of CO2, which has a significant
effect on the corrosion behavior in the furnace.
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In 2008, Huenert et al. [100] studied the corrosion of steels with chromium contents in
H2O/CO2 atmospheres (which corresponds to the atmosphere in oxyfuel combustion) at a
temperature between 500 ◦C and 700 ◦C. They found that the corrosion mechanism changed
at different temperatures, compared with the corrosion results in pure H2O, CO2, and O2,
respectively. In particular, the oxide-scale thickness increased strongly with temperature
and decreased with increased Cr content.

Recently, Covino Jr et al. [101] conducted corrosion exposure tests at high temperatures on
three corrosion samples of the alloy and noted that at 675 ◦C, the corrosion rates were found to be
high, especially in oxyfuel/RFG fire environment, compared to conventional combustion.

Stanger and Wall [102] found that the concentration of SO3 and H2O are decisive
in determining the acid dew point of the flue gas, because at lower temperatures, the
liquid H2SO4 condenses, causing corrosion problems, Therefore, in the oxyfuel mode, more
SO3 production should be preferred in order to achieve a higher dew point. To decrease
corrosion, the moisture content of the gases can be decreased by using a flue gas condenser
(FGC), but this method has high investment and operation costs. Another cheaper practice
is the injection of calcium-based and sodium-based SO2 sorbent in the furnace before the
flue gas preheater [45].

Alternatively, in their work, Rathnam et al. [103] suggested desulphurization of the
flue gas before recycling or oxyfuel combustion limited to low sulfur coals, in order to
reduce the corrosion effect during the oxy-combustion process.

8.4. Mercury

The emissions of mercury from any coal-fired power plant is a primary environmental
concern. If not removed sufficiently, the species of mercury could cause failure to any
aluminum-based equipment.

Few studies considered mercury oxidation or its retention in fly ash. Farzan et al. [104,105]
showed that the amount of mercury in flue gas is higher in the oxyfuel process than in the
air combustion. This increase may be explained by increased chlorine concentration due
to recycling and different radical concentration in the process. Zheng and Furimsky [106]
said that the mercury emission would be unattested in an O2/CO2, and noted that the high
concentration of SOx is believed to inhibit mercury capture.

Gharebaghi et al. [107,108] noted that the amount of mercury in the ashes depends on
multiple factors, such as temperature, burnout, and particle size. They modeled the mecha-
nism of mercury chlorination in flue gases under oxyfuel conditions and identified with
their model that it is possible for the mercury transformation in an O2/CO2 environment
with a temperature between 400 and 1800 K.

To reduce mercury emissions, Nuria Fernandez et al. [109] studied some regenerable
substances based on gold nanoparticles in an activated carbon foam. In this way, the
possibility of generating new toxic waste in energy production processes decreases. The
designed process allows the mercury captured on the sorbent to be recovered after the
sorbent is depleted, thus achieving 100% efficiency in capturing Hg0 in a CO2-enriched
atmosphere with trace of HCl and SO2.

9. Industrial-Scale Pilot Project

The oxyfuel process has multiple developments. It is not only designed as one of the
methods for capturing CO2, but has much potential.

There are not many pilot plants demonstrating the efficiency of an oxyfuel process and
there is no substantial difference between a new oxyfuel plant and a plant that underwent
oxyfuel retrofitting. There are simple pilot-scale projects, such as Schwarze Pumpe (Figure 4)
or Callide (Figure 5).
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In 2008, a 30 MW oxyfuel pilot plant was commissioned for the Schwarze Pumpe
power plant in Germany [110]. The company Vattenfall developed this CCS technology.
It was the first demonstration of the entire process chain including air separation treat-
ment and CO2 purification. It concluded operations in April 2014 because the Swedish
company stated that they want to invest in R&D projects that could contribute faster to the
development of their business.

The plant’s Alstom-designed boiler fired primarily dried local lignite. O2 was provided
by a cryogenic ASU. At the outlet, the gases were treated in the CPU capable of capturing
90% of CO2 and producing a maximum of 9 t/h of liquid CO2 at 99.7% purity.

Different configurations of the introduction of oxygen into the secondary recycle
stream were analyzed, and the results show that if oxygen was introduced before the fuel
stream arrived in the burner, the excess oxygen required for the process was limited to 3%,
with a total oxygen content of 22%. On the other hand, if oxygen introduction into the
combustor was controlled, it was possible to work with 2.5% excess oxygen and 18% total
oxygen. The latter configuration allowed for working with less oxygen than the traditional
combustion reaction [110].

The largest and most important oxyfuel plant is in Australia. It is in Callide and
is a 30 MWe boiler. This is the first plant to generate electricity directly to the grid. As
shown in Figure 5, the Callide process is composed of an ASU, where the separation of air
between nitrogen and oxygen is achieved [111]. Oxygen is introduced into the combustor
where the oxyfuel reaction takes place. The burner is equipped with a large ducting system
for flue gas recycling. The flue gas purification system has fabric filters, and unlike the
Australian power plants, has no FGD. The CPU can purify about 75 t/d of CO2 from the
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plant’s exhaust stream after recirculation, recovering about 12%, and the remaining amount
is expelled into the stack.

Experimental results on this plant show that an oxyfuel combustion process with 27%
oxygen has a heat balance in the boiler almost equivalent to that obtained with combustion
in air. Other oxyfuel tests were also carried out involving the injection of the oxidant, the
type of flue gas recirculation and the separation of water from the plant’s outflow [112,113].

The Australian Callide coal is relatively low in sulfur, and without recirculation of
unburnt gases, high concentrations of SO2 in the boiler and ducts would occur in the plant.
This effect, combined with the 18–25% of water, creates highly corrosive conditions for
areas that are below the acid dew point [114].

An important development and application of CCS is the CO2 Technology Center
Sulcis at Sotacarbo research center in Carbonia (Italy) [115]. The research center has five
main projects and one of these consists in the pressurized oxy-combustion pilot plant of 50
MWth, in collaboration with ENEA and ITEA. The project involves the existing ISOTHERM
pilot unit of ITEA, located in Gioia del Colle (Research and Development Center of Ansaldo
Ricerche S.p.A) [116]. It is a 5 MWth plant used to carry out experiments on the flameless
oxyfuel process at high temperatures and pressures.

In the ISOTHERM system, the coal is fed in slurry form to a pressurized combustor
where it meets oxygen and recycled flue gases to obtain a uniformly high temperature of
1400–1700 ◦C at high pressure. In general, all fuel is converted into only CO2 and H2O to
obtain more than 93% of CO2 concentration in flue combustion gases.

The oxyfuel process was also studied in fluidized bed reactors. There are two types of
fluidized bed reactors: bubbling fluidized bed (BFB) and circulating fluidized bed (CFB).
The first one is built to avoid solids elutriation from a bed into the convective passes and it
has the fuel and oxidant distribution designed so that a high degree of internal circulation
is obtained; the second method uses higher velocities to induce solids elutriation. The two
methods are different characteristics, which are reported in Table 5.

Table 5. Characteristics of bubbling fluidized bed (BFB) and circulating fluidized bed (CFB).

Design Parameter BFB CFB

Combustion temperature [◦C] 700–900 800–900
Fluidization velocities [m/s] 1–3 3–10

Fuel particle size [mm] 0–3 0–0.3
Combustion efficiency [%] 90–96 95–99.5

Its efficiency depends on a number of factors, in particular, the conversion of coal and
the degree of particle cleanliness, but there are no studies that report the last parameter
because it depends on the fragmentation of the char particles.

Most of the studies were carried out in laboratory and pilot-scale conditions. The
Centre of Research for Energy Resources and Consumption (CIRCE) [117] designed a
90 kWth BFB furnace and obtained 70 kWth as the thermal output with a mix of 65% CO2
and 35% O2. It was noted that increasing the temperature of the fluid bed improves sulfur
retention capacity, and also, the temperature was demonstrated to influence NOx emission,
because with high temperatures, an increase in fuel nitrogen conversion takes place.

Today, there is no fluidized bed technology demonstration plant. There is only the
CIUDEN 30 MWth plant with a circulating fluidized bed boiler in northwestern Spain. On
this plant, Lupion et al. [118] tested four fuels: anthracite, petroleum coke, subbituminous
coal, and biomass. For all tests, the CO, NOx, and SOx emissions were low and nearly
constant under oxy-combustion. These results will be used to scale up and design big
plants with similar technologies.

Similarly, Zhong et al. [119] implemented CFD simulations of fluidized bed oxyfuel
reactions. They compared the results with the data obtained from the 0.1 MWth pilot plant
by Li et al. [120], and from the 12 MWth pilot plant by Amand et al. [121], and subsequently
scaled the results to an industrial level with a 330 MWth plant.
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In particular, Li et al. [120] used a variety of Chinese coals at different temperatures and
excess O2 ratios. The aim of the tests was to investigate the effects of operation parameters
on the results that are summarized in Table 6.

Table 6. Experimental condition and results in the tests by Li [42].

Test Temperature [◦C] Excess O2 Ratio NO [mg/MJ] N2O
[mg/MJ]

SO2
[mg/MJ]

CO
[mg/MJ] O2 [%]

1 800 1.18 40.2 92.5 183.4 104.8 7.2
2 850 1.18 42.8 76.5 194.1 58.3 7.5
3 900 1.18 48.2 39.6 198 27.5 7.6
4 850 1.18 37.1 125.0 259.7 84.9 5.4
5 850 1.18 38.2 105.1 196.2 73.8 6.2
6 850 1.18 50.8 82.6 161.3 70.6 6.9
7 850 1.06 27.2 42.3 244.6 483.0 3.2
8 850 1.11 33.9 56.6 240.1 334.3 5
9 850 1.15 39.6 76.6 241.3 189.8 6.2
10 850 1.18 52.7 72.2 133.6 68.8 7.6
11 850 1.18 51.5 74.4 170.4 64.8 7.3
12 850 1.18 37.8 81.3 207.3 75.2 7.2
13 850 1.18 39.0 78.7 201.5 69.1 7.5
14 850 1.18 41.2 79.8 196.2 61.6 7.4

The results in Table 6 show that a higher combustion temperature can lead to lower
N2O emission. This trend changed with the elevating of the overall oxygen concentration
and excess oxygen ratio because higher excess oxygen leads to an increase in N2O.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the flue gas composition between simulation and
the experiment of the 0.1 MWth plant.
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It can be found that the predicted concentration of CO2 and O2 showed good agree-
ment with that of the experiment; the molar fraction of CO2 and O2 is very close in both
cases. Figure 6b shows that the emissions of SO2 and CO were overestimated in the
simulations, compared to the data obtained in the experiment.

Despite minor inconsistencies, the results obtained can be considered in line with those
obtained in the realized model simulating the reaction. The model of Zhong et al. [119] was
validated and they were able to scale-up the oxyfuel model to 330 MWth, in particular, they
found that as the size of the plant increased, the fluidization state remained unchanged, the
particle velocity became more turbulent, and the CO2 concentration increased as the height
of the furnace increased.

Compared to the assumed emissions, the large-scale model showed lower pollutant
emissions due to the increase in thermal input that favored the desulphurization efficiency
in the oxyfuel CFB boilers, thus reducing the plant’s emissions.
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Golachowska et al. [122] studied the pollutant emissions during oxyfuel combustion
of biomass in a 12 kW bench-scale CFB combustor. In particular, three different coals were
analyzed in the same CFB plant for their interaction with the oxidant and the pollutant
emissions produced. At first, the different biomasses were dried according to the PN-
EN ISO 18122. After that, they were carried out at a temperature of 850 ◦C in air and a
mixture of O2/CO2 with O2 concentrations in a range from 21% to 40% vol. The major
conclusions from this study are that during the oxy-combustion of biomass fuels, the
optimal atmosphere is oxy-30 because the NO concentrations increase with increasing of
O2 content in the O2/CO2. Moreover, higher concentrations of oxygen in the combustor
enhance the combustion of volatile compounds and char, and lead to an increase in NO
formation. Burning in oxy-30 or oxy-40 atmosphere causes an increase in SO2 and NO
emissions, as well as a decrease in CO and N2O emissions.

10. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

This review provides a summary of the work done by various groups of researchers
about oxyfuel combustion, which is an important CCS technology that drastically reduces CO2
emissions from power plants. It is similar to air-fired combustion technology, but the main
differences occur in heat transfer, fuel reactivity, flame ignition, flame stability, and emissions.

The oxy-combustion process has many advantages and disadvantages. The main
advantages are:

• the possibility to retrofit an existing plant as either oxyfuel with CO2 liquefaction or
flue gas liquefaction;

• modify the technology of an existing process;
• oxy-combustion is near-zero-emissions and it has low NOx emissions compared to

conventional PF technology.

In general, using oxyfuel combustion requires more Capex (oxygen plant, flue gas
recirculation system, etc.) and, according to many researchers, oxy-combustion produces
less power than a traditional plant. A CO2 capture system requires storage locations, but
not all locations are equipped with it. Nevertheless, many others consider the oxyfuel
process to be one of the most promising combustion methods with low pollutant emissions.

Many studies confirmed that the oxy-combustion technology of pulverized coal is
suitable for electric power plants intended for the capture of CO2, thus reducing the
risks related to the choice of new technologies. Recently, many studies focused on the
thermal optimization of all processes, and not to reduce the consumption of each one. The
most common efficiency optimization strategies considered include the high-efficiency
plant, O2 purity optimization, as well as preheating and optimizing flue gas recycling
and desulphurization.

However, while the results on oxyfuel processes are encouraging, they refer to a
limited type of coal. For this reason, a further experimental investigation is needed for a
broad types of coals and also for other fuels.

There are still scientific and technological gaps regarding CO2 capture techniques
in coal or gas-fired power plants. It is necessary a scientific effort to develop research
projects to fill in the knowledge gaps in this area. For example, a new model suitable for
gas radiation in oxyfuel combustion shall be developed, or a new design and arrangement
for heat exchangers. In fact the oxy-combustion has a different flame development than
that of the combustion reaction with air, therefore a simple modification of the traditional
system is not enough.

Furthermore, there are still very few studies focusing on ash deposition, gas stratifica-
tion to reduce the NOx, and emission of major elements during oxy-combustion of coal in
fluidized combustors. In general, few models are developed to predict the performance
of oxy fluidized bed combustors. In the future, the fluidized bed oxyfuel process could
be analyzed in more details, including the study of all those parameters that are not yet
examined and perhaps set up a few pilot plants to validate all the theoretical models.
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Oxyfuel combustion could constitute an efficient technology for a first-generation coal
CCS plant. Certainly, an important future development is to integrate oxyfuel technology
with a “green” oxygen production technique. This is possible using water electrolysis,
as reported earlier, and it has the potential to harness renewable electricity to produce
hydrogen and convert it into chemical energy: so-called power-to-gas.
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Nomenclature

AFT adiabatic flame temperature
EDC eddy dissipation concept
EES engineering equation solver
CCS carbon capture sequestration
CFD computational fluid dynamic
CLOU chemical-looping with oxygen uncoupling
FGC flue gas condenser
FGD flue gas desulphurization
IFRF International Flames Research Foundation
ITM ion transport membrane
OF25 oxygen fraction 25%
OF27 oxygen fraction 27%
OF29 oxygen fraction 29%
PF purification technologies
PSA pressure swing adsorption
PTSA pressure temperature swing adsorption
RFG recycled fuel gas
VSA vacuum swing adsorption
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